O btaining blood cultures from patients with cancer when temperature spikes occur has been surrounded by long-standing controversy and confusion. Observations in clinical practice have revealed that variations exist in clinicians' perceptions of where, when, and how blood cultures should be obtained.
The Oncology Nursing Society Appropriate Treatment Assures Quality (ATAQ) program aims to provide oncology nurses with information and strategies to anticipate and manage neutropenia and infection. 
Literature Review
A review of the literature revealed limited discussion, recommendations, or evidence-based guidelines about sites and frequency of blood culture sampling and the number of samples that should be drawn. Published studies that included details about how blood cultures were obtained usually were small, nonrandomized, and nonblinded and used limited or various data analysis techniques. Notable, however, were the statistics about how infrequently blood cultures drawn from any site actually identified specific microorgan-Blood cultures frequently are obtained from patients with cancer who are suspected to have infection. A review of the literature revealed that consistent clinical guidelines or standards for obtaining blood cultures from patients with cancer do not exist. The published literature varies greatly with respect to site selection (peripheral or central), frequency, and timing. In addition, a survey at the researchers' institution revealed that blood culture orders were written and interpreted in various ways. After a multidisciplinary discussion, a review of the literature, and receiving expert advice, an institutional protocol for obtaining blood cultures from patients with cancer was developed. The protocol specifies between peripheral and central line sampling and establishes timing, frequency, and other guidelines so nurses can perform consistent and evidence-based blood culture sampling. Use of the protocol has improved patient care and helped standardize the practice of obtaining blood cultures.
